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Methods and procedures for teaching composition in
the elementary school were developed.

Current methods of

teaching writing were combined with classical rhetorical
modes to provide integrated and comprehensive writing experiences for elementary students.
are provided for the teacher,

Step-by-step directions

from prewriting activities to

publication of student writing.

Eac~ procedure contains a

writing experience in the narrative,

descriptive, exposi-

tory, or persuasive mode, each using the writing "process''
to reach a final product.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Writing one's own Language well is the next
necessary Accomplishment after good speaking •
• they
should be taught to express themselves clearly,
concisely, and naturally.
--Benjamin Franklin

Since colonial times, writing has been recognized as an
essential part of the school curriculum in America.

Early

lessons in composition often consisted of students copying
poetry and short prose pieces, with most attention given to
handwriting and neatness of the replication.

Developing

original compositions was not often expected of elementary
students; writing assignments requiring invention were often
short narratives describing a visit or vacation.
Composition curriculum in modern elementary schools has
not changed a great deal from colonial times.

"Language

Arts'' often consists of filling in blariks in workbooks on
vocabulary and reading lessons.
means penmanship,

To many teachers, writing

not composition.

Most significantly, when

composing is included, it is assigned, rather than taught.
Teachers do not often teach writing as a process by which
students'

skills develop through stages of prewriting ac-

tivities,

drafting,

revising, editing,

proofreading, and by

which students' writing evolves from expressive (personil)
to transactional (public),
Also,

composition required of elementary students is
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usually exclusively narrative.

Although narrative is a

natural mode for early writing, the ability of young
students to express themselves in descriptive,

expository

and persuasive modes is often underestimated or unacknowledged.

Elementary students need practice composing in all

writing modes to develop fluency,
in writing.

confidence and competence

Because elementary teachers must prepare for a

wide variety of subjects, they often do not have time to
produce lessons which provide adequate composition experiences for their students.
Statement of the Problem
Elementary school teachers need materials to help them
provide writing experiences for students in the process
method.

Students need practice developing their writing

from personal to public form using description, exposition,
and persuasion, as well as narration.
Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project is to provide a resource
for the elementary teacher which includes the process method
(steps in writing from first to final draft) of teaching the
four modes of composition:

narration,

description,

exposi-

tion and persuasion.
Limitations of the Project
The project is designed for use in grades four through
six.

These levels were chosen as pivotal grades between
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primary and middle school, therefore an optimum time to
begin expanding student writing experiences.

Although using

these methods at other grade levels might require slight
modification,

the principles of process and mode variety

would not change.
Definition of Terms
Composition:

The process of writing original prose.

Description:

Writing which gives details of physical

characteristics of people,
Exposition:
ideas,

emotions,

places, or things.

Writing which explains and defines
processes, instructions, comparisons, anal-

yses.
Expressive writing:
ences, thoughts,
Invention:

feelings.

Writing about personal experiWriting in the private mode.

The process of composing original writing

products.
Narration:

Writing which relates an episode or in-

cident in chronological order, often in story form.
Persuasion:

Writing which attempts to convince the

reader of a particular point of view.
Prose:

Writing in sentences and paragraphs.

Public writing:

(Transactional) writing for others,

often a development from the expressive mode, which is meant
to be read by an audience.
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Writing modes:

Types of writing, generally refers to

the four main types of prose in the classical definition of
narration, description, exposition, and persuasion.
Writing process:

Steps in composing which include:

prewriting activities, generating ideas,
proofreading, and publishing.

drafting, editing,

CHAPTER 2
Review of the Literature
This project is intended to provide a program for
elementary teachers to help them teach composition.

This

chapter will present views of expert writers and teachers
about the importance of writing,

problems existing in the

teaching of writing, and the need to provide help for
teachers of writing.
There is general agreement on the importance of
teaching writing skills.
point for all thinking"

"Writing well can be a starting
(9:5).

The theory that composing

helps children think is held by leading authorities.
William Irmscher maintains, "Writing is often thinking
a kind of analyzing and assessing, a resolving of differences, a final structuring."

Irmscher claims that writers

learn what they know by writing; "Writing permits us not
just to say what we have to say,
to say."

but to

see

what we have

He points out that writing is challenging to the

imagination, enhancing creative powers because the writer
must choose from a variety of possibilities.
as we write"

(9:20).

"We discover

Irmscher affirms the importance of

writing by declaring it "a resource of proven value for
self-expression, self-understanding, self-discipline"
(9:21).
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Others see writing as a tool for developing confidence
and a feeling of power.

Ken Macrorie says, "People want to

write •

They need the sense of authority that goes with

authorship"

(12:10).

Deborah Gunther agrees.

"In the pro-

cess of teaching writing skills we have helped students
achieve a broader competence and independence as well"
(6:xi).
Pleasure is also a reason for teaching composition.
"Writing can be joyful!

It can open new horizons to the

minds and imaginations of children"

(4:14).

Discovering

brings satisfaction, and as Donald Hall points out,
writer brings discovery to other people.

"A good

He writes so that

his prose is a pleasure that carries knowledge with it"

( 7: 1) .
However, along with testimonies praising the importance
of writing, current literature criticizes the teaching of
composition in schools today.

"American taxpayers are pay-

ing money to support the teaching of ~riting which no one
wants to read"

(13:vi).

These strong words reflect the

tone of many comments currently being voiced.

"The shod-

diness of composition teaching is one of the unfortunate and
harsh realities of the schools at all levels"

(9:3).

Much of the problem seems to stem from teachers'
of preparedness to teach writing.
often poorly taught.

(9:8) .

lack

"No wonder writing is

Teachers are seldom prepared to do it"

Macrorie says teachers "need to understand and
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present to their students more fully the processes through
which professionals take their writing"

"

Lindheim states,

Elaine

(13:vi).

"teachers who are aware of the stages of

writing can help students become more effective writers"
(11:3).
Most language teachers have
taught writing.

assigned

rather than

Students have been told to hand in a paper

on Monday, a finished product waiting for the red pencil to
search out errors.

But,

focus on writing for the past few

years has revealed that good writing requires a process.
"We simply have not provided kids with practice time"

(10:2).

Teachers have not been trained to provide the nee-

essary time for developing a piece of writing.

Kirby and

Liner compare learning to write with learning to talk:
success requires adult encouragement and reinforcement from
the beginning babbling to the triumphant first sentence.
They maintain the child needs "constant support,
response,
error"

frequent practice trials,

(10:5-7).

possible by:

~nd a wide tolerance for

Teachers need to provide as much help as

using heuristic techniques (stimulating de-

vices including pictures, stories,
sion, etc.);

instant

poems, articles, discus-

giving students time to think; allowing them

prewriting activities; responding to first drafts,

providing

time for revision, editing and proofreading; and by publishing the students'

final drafts.

As Peter Elbow points out,

the process approach is
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essential for beginning writers because "writing calls on
/

two skills that are so' different that they usually conflict
with each other:

creating and criticizing."

Elbow suggests

that students should "first write freely and uncritically"
to generate ideas, then revise and shape "what's left into
something strong.''

He maintains that the "two mentalities

needed for these two processes .

flower most when they

get a chance to operate separately"

( 5 : 7) .

Elbow points

out that when writers are trying to be inventive, "it's
usually the worst thing in the world if someone .
being critical"

(5:8) .

. starts

Elbow's comments illustrate the

need for writing teachers to teach the process rather than
assign the product.
An important part of teaching writing by process is an
awareness of the various writing purposes.

School Council

Research Studies headed by James Britton categorize writing
in three function modes:
poetic

(2:81).

expressive, transactional, and

Expressive writing ~s personal, the form

nearest to speech, and the matrix for all writing.
allows the child to try out new ideas,

It

explore feelings,

record personal matters, discover authentic voice, experiment with new forms,

and practice for

fluency.

Trans-

actional writing enables the writer to inform others, exchange ideas, conduct business, convince others, record or
document.

Poetic writing is written as a piece of "art" for

its own sake, to provide an aesthetic entity, to incorporate
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special symbolic, aural and/or visual effects.

Both trans-

actional and poetic writing are "public'' writing

(2:81-86).

Teachers who understand the role of expressive writing
in providing a springboard for transactional and poetic
writing can provide satisfying and productive experiences
for their students.

Writing products need not be dreary,

tortured tracts if developed from expressive to transactional,

from the personal to the public.

Children also need a variety of audiences at which to
direct their writing.

Most writing in public schools is

done for the teacher.

Britton calls this "pupil to exam-

iner."

Britton proposes a variety of possible audiences for

student writing, including:

child to self, child to peer

group, child to trusted adult, child to teacher,
teacher (dialogue).

pupil to

Results of studies show a majority of

writing is done for the "teacher as examiner"

(2:175).

Teachers need to provide experiences in writing for varied
audiences so the child may know the p~easure of communicating to readers whose main role is not to correct.
Asserting the teachers' need for better preparation for
teaching a variety of writing modes, Irmscher advises, "Both
inexperienced and experienced teachers need to organize the
things they know into a coherent scheme"
classic writing modes:

(9:2).

The

narration, description, exposition,

and persuasion can be useful in organizing writing experiences to assure a variety of practice.

The four modes
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"constitute four basic composition skills that students will
need to master in order to become competent and versatile
writers.

Each one of the four skills can be clearly

differentiated from the other three, both according to the
strategies a writer uses in composing with that skill and
according to the nature of the writing that results"

(11:5-6).
Including the four basic skills in a writing program
insures an adequate variety for the student and also a
manageable number for the instructor.
tinuing skills.

"All four are con-

This means that elementary school students

beginning to learn about composition are introduced to the
same skills they will use later when they advarice to junior
and senior high school .

• Just as students employ the

same major reading skills at early grade levels .

. • so

too can they utilize the same major types of writing skills
at all grade levels"

(11:2-3).

emphasizes different skills:

Each major classic mode

narration elicits "sequential

ordering and knowledge of sequential indic~iors;" description requires "observational acuity and utilization of
descriptive language;" exposition focuses on clarity of
communication, generalization, evaluation and analysis;
persuasion requires "contention, support, and audience
analysis"

(11:8-18).

Teaching the four classic modes

provides practice in essential writing skills.

Using the

process method from expressive to transactional products
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makes good writing possible for many children.
The need for teacher preparation in composition has
become more urgent in recent years.

The back-to-basics

movement, along with a cry for "excellence'' in public
schools, is placing more demand on teachers to increase
students' writing proficiency.

Teachers at all grade levels

are expected to become experts in composition instruction.
Elementary teachers, e~pecially, are being asked to instruct
in an area in which many have little training.
suddenly become almost every teacher's concern"

"Writing has
(11:1).

CHAPTER 3
Methods and Procedures
This project was developed to provide a program of
methods and procedures for elementary writing teachers.

In

chapter one, the traditional teaching of writing is discussed, the problem is defined, and the purpose and limitations of the project are stated.
a · list of terms,

C~apter one also contains

defined as they are currently used in the

pedagogy of composition.
Chapter two contains a review of current literature
pertaining to the teaching of writing.
composition is established;

The importance of

problems with current teaching

methods a re detailed; and the need for deve'1op in g methods
and procedures for elem.entary teachers is explained.
Chapter four,

the project, contains the program for

teaching composition in the elementary school which combines
current theory and practice in teaching writing.

The

methods presented are based on four basic tenents of writing
theory:

1) Expressive or personal writing is the matrix

from which public and poetic writing is developed;

2) Use of

the four classic modes of composition is helpful in organizing writing experiences;

3) Good writing is the result of a

process approach; 4) Teachers need to provide an environment
for the process to take place.
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Chapter five includes a summary, conclusions reached
from preparation of the project, and recommendations for
improvement and increased production of teaching aids in
writing for elementary teachers.

CHAPTER 4
The Project

A PROGRAM FOR TEACHING
COMPOSITION
IN THE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
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Introduction to the Project
To the Teacher:

This project contains procedures for

teaching composition based on the following assumptions:
1)

Teachers need to provide an environment of oppor-

tunity and encoura~ement for young writers.
2)

Good writing is achieved in stages which include:

prewriting activities, drafting, sharing, revising, editing,
more drafting, and proofreading before final drafting.
3)

Writing assignments should provide students with

specific information that designates situation and purpose.
4)

ency,

Emphasis in writing should be placed first on flu-

generation of ideas, then on diction,

syntax, organi-

zation, and finally on spelling and mechanics.
S)

"Correcting" and evaluating should be done during

the final stages of the writing process.
6)

Students need a variety of readers to respond to ·

their writing, including their peers, adults, and the
teacher as an interested reader.
7)

Students need to have some final drafts of their

writing "published" for audiences.
8)

Elementary students need practice writing in a

variety of modes,

including the classic narration, descrip-

tion, exposition, and persuasion.
9)

The procedures in this project may be modified for

various grade levels, and details may be changed for variety.
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Writing Experience One
Mode of Writing:

Narration (Relating an episode or incident
in chronological order, often
in story form)
"A First"

Goals for student performance:

Directions:
Step One:

.organizing events
chronologically
.including adequate detail
.selecting relevant detail
.conveying meaning
.revising
.editing
.proofreading
.producing final product

(The process may involve approximately three
sessions, 30-45 minutes each.)
"The Set Up"

(Prewriting)

Show a picture, read, or tell students a story
about a first experience:
first day at school,
first trip to the dentist, first time in the
hospital, first new baby at home, etc.
Ask
students to share some "firsts" with the class.
Step Two:

"The Warm Up"

(First drafting)

Large paper and colored marking pens help make
this step fun.
Have students write about a
"first" that happened to them.
Encourage fluency, generation of ideas--do not
be concerned with correctn~ss at this stage.
Step Three: "The Pair Up"

(Audience response)

Pair students.
Have a partner read the story
aloud as the writer observes and clarifies if
necessary.
Have the reader tell the writ~r what
parts s/he likes best of the narrative.
Also, have the reader tell the writer anything
else s/he would like to know about the incident.
Step Four:

"The Write Up"

(More drafting)

Ask the students to make the story "come alive"
by using conversation, by describing sounds,
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smells, tastes, textures, by using active verbs.
Say "show me" how it was.
Read them an example
of a lively version as a revision of a first
draft.
The student should concentrate on content,
editing or proofreading at this stage.
Step Five:

"The Hand Up"

not

(Audience Response)

Other sudents and/or teacher may read this
draft, making suggestions, positive comments.
Step Six:

"The Clean Up"

(Revision and Editing)

Students should examine and mark draft for
revision, corrections in mechanics and spelling.
Teacher may help at this point.
Step Seven: "The Shine Up"

(Final drafting)

Students write a final draft of their "first"
paper.
This may be done on large paper with
marking pens and illustrations.
Step Eight: "The Light Up"

(Publication)

.Teacher may read stories to class .
• Students may read their own stories to class •
• Students may read stories in small groups •
. Teacher may present stories to other classes
and ask for written comments from students .
. Students may write short responses to each
presenter .
. Stories may be laminated for display .
. Stories may be sent home to parents.
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Writing Experience Two
Mode of Writing:

Description

(Giving details of physical
characteristics of people,
places, or things.)

"Imagine You Are"
Goals for student performance:

Directions:
Step One:

.focusing from specific
viewpoint
.expanding use of
descriptive language
.ordering detail to form a
cohesive composition
.editing
.revising
.proofreading
.final · drafting
(The process may take three or four sessions,
30-45 minutes each.)

"The Set Up"

(Prewriting)

Have students pretend they are an object, and
imagine how the things next to them would look.
For example:
How would the contents of a
dresser drawer appear to them if they were the
drawer?
How would a foot look to them if they
were a shoe?
How would a Thanksgiving meal seem
to them if they were the table?
How does the
mouth appear to the toothbrush?
Step Two:

"Warm Up"

(Prewriting)

Have students use a "clustering" technique to
generate ideas.
Large paper is helpful.
Students begin with a circled word or phrase in
the middle of a blank sheet.
(For this
exercise, the phrase should be the item they are
pretending to be.)
For several minutes, students write down words
or phrases they think of in connection with the
circled word in the middle.
Circle each new
word or phrase and connect it with a line if it
relates to the preceding circle.
When a new or
different idea strikes, start again from the
central nucleus word(s), and radiate outwards.
Clustering should be relaxed and free flowing.
No one way is "correct."
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Example of "clustering" for Step Two:
smashed
grapes

falling to
bottom
of dish

fruit bowl sees

strawberries

stain on
flowered
pattern
Allow students to cluster more than one idea if
they wish.
Step Three:

"Write Up"

(First drafting)

As students exhaust clustering, they begin to
organize, choosing words and phrases from their
clustering.
The teacher may suggest a poetic pattern, using
as the first line the center of the cluster,
with stanzas made up of selected offshoot
clusters.
Guide students to speak from the
object's view.
Example:
A fruit bowl sees .
strawberries
red, ripe
staining my pattern
grapes
purple, seeds
fallen to my bottom
bananas
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yellow, bruised
rotting against my edges
hands
grubby, clutching
emptying me,
Step Four:

"The Hand Up" (Audience response)
Arrange students in trios,
Have each read the
piece to the other two.
Encourage questions for
clarity and positive comments.
Students may
write comments on the form prepared by the
teacher.

Step Five:

"The Clean Up" (Revision, editing, and
proofreading)
Students examine draft for revision.
Students check for spelling and other
proofreading needs.
Teacher may collect papers or circulate in
classroom to help at this stage.

Step Six:

"The Shine Up"

(Final drafting)

Students write final draft.
This may be done on
special paper with colored pens, and may include
illustrations.
Step Seven:

"The Light Up"

(Publishing)

.laminate for display
.
. collect in class booklet
.display in district office or at other schools
.keep in student's portfolio of writing
.send home to parents
.exchange with other classes
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Writing Experience Three
Mode of Writing:

Exposition

(Explaining ideas, emotions,
processes, instructions,
comparisons, analyses.)

"Lost Boy"
Goals for student performance:

Directions:
Step One:

.producing adequate
information
.organizing logically
.explaining clearly
.editing, revising
.proofreading
.producing final product

(The process should take three to four days,
30-45 minutes a session.)
"The Set Up"

(Prewriting)

Ask students to imagine they are grown up, and
their friend has found a lost boy, about four
years old, in a department store.
He is crying.
They are to tell their friend what to do.
Step Two:

"The Warm Up"

(Listing)

Have student list ideas within a cue format
designed to aid organization.
Encourage only
words and phrases.
At this stage, promote
fluency and generation of ideas.
Example:

Cue Outline
'(An actual outline
would have more space.)

How does the little boy feel?

(Just list words)

because-What should your friend do to help him?
First,
because-and,
because-also,
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because-If those ideas don't work try
because-Other things you could try,
Most important of all,
And remember,
Step Three:

"The Pair Up"

(Audience response)

Students should show and read their lists to a
partner.
They may help each other decide if
items are in the order they want.
Encourage
positive comments.
If students want to make changes, suggest they
draw arrows showing rearrangement or number each
item in order preferred.
Cross out unwanted
items and add new ideas.
(A contrasting color
pen or pencil helps here to encourage revision.)
Step Four:

"The Write Up"

(First drafting)

Using their lists from Steps Two and Three,
students write an explanation of how to help a
lost child.
They should write as if they are
explaining this to a friend.
Students write in sentences beginning with an
explanation of how a lost child feels.
Then
follow their lists in . order, explaining how to
help.
They may use the connector words provided on the
cue outline to aid with organization.
Students should concentrate on content and
organization at this stage.
Step Five:

"The Hand Up"

(Peer help)

Have students read their draft to one or two
others.
Others tell what they like best.
Encourage positive comments.
Students may ask
queRtions to help the writer clarify.
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Students may use a check sheet prepared by the
class with the teacher or by the teacher alone.
Step Six:

"The Clean Up"

(Proofreading)

Have student examine draft to:
.mark whats/he wants to change
.insert capitalization and punctuation where
needed
.~ircle words that may be misspelled to be
checked with dictionary or helper
.mark where paragraphs should be
Other students may help with the clean up.
The
teacher may circulate and/or collect papers to
help.
Step Seven:

"The Shine Up"

(Final Drafting)

Students write a final copy for "publication."
Allow plenty of time.
Teacher should circulate
to help.
Students may want to rewrite an
additional time.
Step Eight:

"The Light Up"

(Publication)

Suggestions:
.arrange in booklet form for display in
classroom, library, office, or other areas .
. have each student read his paper to small
group .
. teacher read papers to class .
. display papers on walls oi other areas in
classroom •
. have students add illustratidns and covers and
make individual booklets •
. make a copy for . the student's special reader
(another student, or an adult) .
. present to the counselor .
. exchange with other classrooms.
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Writing Experience Four
Mode of Writing:

Persuasion (Convincing a reader of a
particular point of view.)
"My Own Room"

Goals for student performance:

Directions:
Step One:

.generation of reasons to
convince
.logical ordering of ideas
.drafting
.revising
.editing
.proofreading
.producing final product in
letter form

(The process may take three or four sessions,
20-40 minutes each.)
"The Set Up"

(Prewriting)

Have students pretend their parents are building
a new. house.
They are planning the bedrooms,
and they are considering having the student
share his/her new bedroom with another family
member.
The student will write a letter to the parents,
convincing them thats/he should have a room of
his/her own.
Step Two:

"The Warm Up"

(Prewriting)

In small groups, student~ "brainstorm," listing
all the activities they use their bedroom for.
Explain that all ideas are "right" when
brainstorming.
Each student makes a copy of the group list of
ideas.
Then have students organize their lists into
categories, using only the activities that
pertain to them individually.
Examples:

School related, Relaxing, Hobbies,
Entertaining, Dressing and Grooming,
Playing, Resting

Then have students arrange activity groups in an
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order.

(Give examples; discuss as a group.)

Examples:

Least to Most Important, Passive to
Active, Noisy to Quiet, Personal to
Public

Have students leave a space between each
activity group.
Along side each activity group on their list,
have each student jot down ways that someone
else sharing the room would interfere with the
activity.
Step Four:

"The Write Up"

(Drafting)

Have student begin with the body of the letter,
first writing an introduction expressing
appreciation for the new home.
Students should then explain that a bedroom of
their own is necessary in their view.
To support this position, have students use
their lists to describe all the activities and
pro bl ems involved with - sharing the room.
Each
activity group should be a separate paragraph,
and should be written in the order previously
decided by the student.
(Changes, of course,
are appropriate.)
Have the student conclude the letter with the
hope that the parents will agree and understand.
Step Five:

"The Pair Up"

(Audience ,response)

Before pairing students, develop a list, as a
group, which includes · criteria of what should be
included in their letters so far.
(The list may
be on the board or dittoed by the teacher for
student convenience.)
Pair students, exchange papers, and have
students check each other's letters for the
agreed upon criteria.
After two or three exchanges, have the writer
check his/her own letter according to the
criteria.
Step Six:

"The Clean Up"
proofreading)

(More drafting, revising,
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Students write second drafts of letters, this
time including standard heading, salutation, and
closing as instructed by the teacher.
Teacher may collect these drafts to help with
final proofreading.
Papers may be read by other students, student
aides, volunteer parents, etc., for final help
with proofreading.
Circling, rather than
correcting errors results in students learning
to ascertain n~eded corrections.
Step Seven:

"The Shine Up"

(Final drafting)

Students write final drafts of letters.
This
copy should be their "best" work, in ink if
possible.
Special paper may be provided as
extra incentive for "perfection" on this
exercise.
Step Eight:

"The Light Up"

(Publishing)

.Students may address "envelopes" to be placed
with letters on display
.to be sent to parents
.to be read by a special reader (other student
or adult)
.to be exchanged with other classes
.to be entered in a persuasive contest
.to be added to the student's portfolio
of writing

CHAPTER 5
Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations
Summary
This project was conceived and planned to provide a
program for .elementary teachers which would incorporate
- traditional rhetorical modes with the process method of
teaching writing.·

The program includes an introduction

explaining the basic tenets of the writing process.

Each

writing experience in the program contains a definition of
the rhetorical mode used in that lesson,

goals for student

performance, and step-by-step directions for teaching by the
process method.
Each writing experience begins by drawing upon personal
experience or viewpoint in the prewriting and first drafting
and progresses to writing for the "public" in the final
stages.

A variety o~ methods are presented which allow stu-

dents to utilize several operating styles (e.g.
ing, story telling, clustering,

pictur-

reading aloud, imagining).

All four classic modes of narration, description, exposition, and persuasion are included in the program, thus
providing the elementary teacher with composition experiences for students which serve as a basis for a comprehensive writing program.
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Conclusions
Practical and effective methods and materials for
teaching composition in the elementary school are greatly
needed.

Although teacher inservice and advanced education

in teaching writing are highly desirable, an a~ailability of
clear and workable teaching aids would do much to promote
increased writing experiences in the elementary classroom.
Elementary students'

writing assignments are often

limited to the narrative mode, and are not products of a
process approach.

More research needs to be done to aid in

the improvement of teaching techniques with respect to
writing.
Recommendations
Although this project provides a number of basic
writing experiences,

elementary students should write more

frequently during a school year than is provided for in this
program.

Teachers may wish to revise procedures at the

various stages in the experiences provided.

The suggested

activities are suited to flexible implementation.

Evalu-

ation techniques are not included in the project.

The

program should be field tested with several classes and
modified according to results of testing.
A variety, more extensive than this project, of
easy-to-use procedures and materials needs to be developed
and field tested to help over-burdened elementary teachers
provide essential writing experiences for their students.
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